“I have come that they may have life and have it to the full”
John 10: 10

Year 8

Name: ___________________________
Form: _________
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Knowledge Organisers at St John Fisher Catholic School
Why do we have Knowledge Organisers?
Knowledge Organisers show you everything that you need to know for that particular topic of study.
It is the ‘big picture’ of what knowledge you will be taught by the end of the topic. It will give you an
excellent understanding of the topic you are studying and to expect by the end.

How do I use it?
Your teachers will use your knowledge organisers with you, explained in the question below, but you
can also use it to support your understanding of the topic and develop further knowledge. You will
have a test at the end of each unit of study and an end of year exam which will cover all that you
have learnt so it is important that this new knowledge is embedded for you to recall it later.
Use the Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check system to learn the information on your organisers. Complete
any support/challenge tasks outlined. Research tells us that this method of practising is a good way
to remember the knowledge. Over time, you will build up this knowledge and be able to recall it.
Use the Knowledge Organiser when completing class and homework especially with key vocabulary.

How will my teachers use it?
Your teachers may set homework to learn parts of the Knowledge Organiser or set tasks from what
is on there. You will be expected to complete between 30 minutes – 45 minutes of homework for
each subject according to the homework timetable.
Your teachers may use the Knowledge Organiser in the lesson to support the new knowledge being
taught so you must always keep this booklet with you.
You may be given low stake quizzes in your lessons which will test your recall of the current
knowledge but also previous knowledge as the year progresses.

What do I do if I lose it?
All Knowledge Organisers are on the school website. However, you can purchase a copy at student
services.
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Maths: Ratio
Topic/Skill

Definition/Tips

1. Ratio

Ratio compares the size of one part to
another part.

Example

Written using the ‘:’ symbol.

2. Proportion

Proportion compares the size of one part
to the size of the whole.

In a class with 13 boys and 9 girls, the
13
proportion of boys is 22 and the proportion
9

of girls is 22
Usually written as a fraction.
3. Simplifying Divide all parts of the ratio by a common 5 : 10 = 1 : 2 (divide both by 5)
Ratios
factor.
14 : 21 = 2 : 3 (divide both by 7)
4. Ratios in
the form 1 ∶
𝑛 or 𝑛 ∶ 1

Divide both parts of the ratio by one of
the numbers to make one part equal 1.

5. Sharing in a 1. Add the total parts of the ratio.
Ratio
2. Divide the amount to be shared by this
value to find the value of one part.
3. Multiply this value by each part of the
ratio.

6.
Proportional
Reasoning

7. Unitary
Method

5

5

5 : 7 = 7 : 1 in the form n : 1
Share £60 in the ratio 3 : 2 : 1.
3+2+1=6
60 ÷ 6 = 10
3 x 10 = 30, 2 x 10 = 20, 1 x 10 = 10
£30 : £20 : £10

Use only if you know the total.
Comparing two things using
multiplicative reasoning and applying
this to a new situation.
Identify one multiplicative link and use
this to find missing quantities.
Finding the value of a single unit and
then finding the necessary value by
multiplying the single unit value.

8. Ratio
Find what one part of the ratio is worth
already shared using the unitary method.

9. Best Buys

7

5 : 7 = 1 : in the form 1 : n

Find the unit cost by dividing the price
by the quantity.
The lowest number is the best value.

3 cakes require 450g of sugar to make.
Find how much sugar is needed to make 5
cakes.
3 cakes = 450g
So 1 cake = 150g (÷ by 3)
So 5 cakes = 750 g (x by 5)
Money was shared in the ratio 3:2:5
between Ann, Bob and Cat. Given that Bob
had £16, found out the total amount of
money shared.
£16 = 2 parts
So £8 = 1 part
3 + 2 + 5 = 10 parts, so 8 x 10 = £80
8 cakes for £1.28  16p each (÷by 8)
13 cakes for £2.05  15.8p each (÷by 13)
Pack of 13 cakes is best value.
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Topic: Proportion
Topic/Skill
1. Direct
Proportion

Definition/Tips
If two quantities are in direct proportion, as
one increases, the other increases by the
same percentage.

Example

If 𝑦 is directly proportional to 𝑥, this can be
written as 𝒚 ∝ 𝒙

2. Inverse
Proportion

An equation of the form 𝒚 = 𝒌𝒙 represents
direct proportion, where 𝑘 is the constant
of proportionality.
If two quantities are inversely proportional,
as one increases, the other decreases by
the same percentage.
If 𝑦 is inversely proportional to 𝑥, this can
𝟏
be written as 𝒚 ∝ 𝒙
𝒌

3. Using
proportionality
formulae

4. Direct
Proportion
with powers

An equation of the form 𝒚 = 𝒙 represents
inverse proportion.
Direct: y = kx or y ∝ x
𝒌

𝟏

𝒙

𝒙

Inverse: y = or y ∝

1. Solve to find k using the pair of values
in the question.
2. Rewrite the equation using the k you
have just found.
3. Substitute the other given value from
the question in to the equation to find the
missing value.
Graphs showing direct proportion can be
written in the form 𝒚 = 𝒌𝒙𝒏
Direct proportion graphs will always start
at the origin.

p is directly proportional to q.
When p = 12, q = 4.
Find p when q = 20.
1. p = kq
12 = k x 4
so k = 3
2. p = 3q
3. p = 3 x 20 = 60, so p = 60
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5. Inverse
Proportion
with powers

Graphs showing inverse proportion can be
𝒌
written in the form 𝒚 = 𝒙𝒏
Inverse proportion graphs will never start at
the origin.
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Key Vocabulary

English: Romeo and Juliet

Key Writing skills
Brackets/Parenthesi
s
Semi-Colon
Ellipses
Direct Speech
Connectives
Colon

Shakespeare
Patriarchal
Love
Destiny
Free Will
Iambic Pentameter
Sonnet
Drama
Tragedy
Monologue
Soliloquy
Foreshadowing
Symbolism

Key Spelling Rules

Plurals
Homophones
Suffixes
Prefixes
Phonetics

What you can do?
-

Learn the spellings using: Look Say Cover Write Say
Research and practise the writing skills: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zr6bxyc
Research and practise the spelling rules: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbmv2sg

Synonyms for Love
Tenderness
Intimacy
Devotion
Adoration
Endearment
Romance
Passion
Lust
Affection
Infatuation

Rules for Direct Speech
1) Use of speech marks when
someone is talking
2) Always start speech with a
capital letter
3) Always start a new line for a
new speaker
4) Always end the speech with an
appropriate punctuation mark
before the closing speech mark

Synonyms for Conflict
Dispute
Quarrel
Squabble
Disagreement
Friction
Antagonism
Antipathy
Battle
Clash
Rivalry

How to prepare for a successful Literature essay
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VOCABULAIRE ANNÉE 8

T1A: ACTIVITÉS SPORTIVES

Les sports et autres activités physiques
les boules
la danse
l’équitation
l’escalade
le hand(ball)
la natation
la pétanque
la planche à voile
le roller
le skate
le surf
le vélo
la voile
le VTT
le tennis
le foot(ball)
le rugby
l’escrime
la motoneige
la plongée
le patin à glace
le parapente
la randonnée
le saut à l’élastique
le ski
le snowboard
les claquettes
le tir à l’arc

Sports and other physical activities
bowls
dance, ballet
horse-riding
rock climbing
handball
swimming
French bowls
windsurfing
roller-skating
skateboarding
surfing
cycling
sailing
mountain bike
tennis
football
rugby
fencing
snowmobile
scuba diving
ice skating
paragliding
hiking
bungee jumping
skiing
snowboarding
tap dancing
archery

Expressions temporelles et connecteurs
cet été
cet hiver
pendant
tous les lundis
le matin
le soir
donc
mais
ou

Time phrases and connectives
this summer
this winter
during
every Monday
in the morning
in the evening
so
but
or
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Opinions
j’aime
je n’aime pas
j’adore
je déteste
je préfère
c’est ma passion
c’est / ce n’est pas [+adj]
je trouve ça [+adj]
très
assez
un peu
trop
carrément
vachement
vraiment
génial
intéressant
amusant / rigolo / marrant
sympa
chouette
horrible
débile
barbant / rasoir / ennuyeux
bizarre
nul

Les phrases-clé

Opinions
I like
I don’t like
I love
I hate
I prefer
I’m passionate about it
it is / it is not [+adj]
I find it / that [+adj]
very
quite
a little bit
too
completely
really
truly
great
interesting
funny
nice
fab
horrible
stupid
boring
weird
rubbish

Key structures

je voudrais
il/elle voudrait
j’aimerais
il/elle aimerait
jouer à
faire de

I would like
He/She would like
I would love
He/She would love
To play
To do

Tous les mercredis, je joue au tennis avec
mon père. J’aime jouer au tennis parce que
c’est chouette.
Cet été, je voudrais faire de la voile avec mes
amis. Je pense que c’est intéressant et
amusant.

Every Wednesday, I play tennis with my dad. I
like to play tennis because it’s fab.
This summer, I would like to do sailing with my
friends. I think that it’s interesting and funny.
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VOCABULAIRE
Aller

je vais
tu vas
il va
elle va
on va
nous allons
vous allez
ils vont
elles vont

partir
voyager
manger
boire
prendre
voir
visiter
acheter
faire
trouver
rester
jouer
dormir

Quelques verbes utiles

Opinions

ça va être
ça ne va pas être
ce sera
ce ne sera pas
je préfère
je vais m’amuser
je voudrais
j’aimerais

ANNÉE 8

T1B: Les Vacances
To go

I go/I am going
you go/you are going
he goes/he is going
she goes/she is going
we go/we are going (informal)
we go/we are going (formal)
you go/you are going
they go/they are going
they go/they are going

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

leave
travel
eat
drink
take
see
visit
buy
do
find
stay
play
sleep

Some useful verbs

Opinions

it is going to be
it is not going to be
it will be
it won’t be
I prefer
I am going to have fun
I would like
I would love
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ne…pas
ne…plus
ne…rien
ne…jamais

Les négations

Negatives
not
no longer/no more/not anymore
nothing
never

Les endroits
à la montagne
à la plage
à la campagne
à l’étranger
au bord de la mer
en ville
au camping
chez mes grands-parents
Dans ma valise
un passeport
un portable
un livre
un lecteur mp4
de la crème solaire
des vêtements
des lunettes de soleil
un maillot de bain
du maquillage
une casquette
de l’argent
une carte

Les logements
un hôtel
un appartement
une villa
un gîte
un camping
une tente
une caravane
une yourte

Places
to the mountains
to the beach
to the countryside
abroad
to the seaside
to town
to a campsite
to my grandparents’ house
In my suitcase
a passport
a mobile phone
a book
a MP4 player
some sun cream
some clothes
some sunglasses
a swimming costume
some make-up
a baseball cap
some money
a map

Places to stay
a hotel
an apartment / a flat
a villa
a holiday cottage
a campsite
a tent
a caravan
a yurt
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En général, je vais en vacances au bord de
la mer avec ma famille. Je reste dans une
tente au camping. J’aime faire du ski
nautique.
L’été prochain, je vais aller à l’étranger et
je vais visiter des musées. Ça va être
barbant !

In general, I go on holiday to the seaside
with my family. I stay in a tent at a
campsite. I like to do water-skiing.
Next summer, I’m going to go abroad, and I
am going to visit museums. It’s going to be
boring!
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PSHE- Knowledge organiser- Y8

Living in the wider world

Themes Topics
Crime

Key learning points
 Crime: an action which goes against the law. It could be against a
person, property, the state or a religious offence.
 Perpetrator/ offender: someone who has committed a crime or nasty
action.
 Victim: someone who has been hurt by another person’s actions or
words
 Retribution: to make the offender suffer and pay for what they have
done.
 Deterrence: to discourage the offender (and others) from
committing further crimes.
 Reform: Punishments aimed at changing the character of the criminal
so that they keep the law in future.
 Protection: Society must be protected from violent and persistent
offenders.
 The ripple effect: one small change can have an enormous impact.
 The Crown Court: deals with serious cases - like murder and robbery.
 The Magistrates Court: deals with the less serious crimes - like drunk
and disorderly, speeding and low value theft.
Government  Constitutional monarchy: a country with a king or queen whose powers
are limited by a democratic government.
 Democracy: a system of government where representative leaders
are chosen by election.
 Political Party: A group of people with similar political beliefs who are
fighting for political power.
 Manifesto: A written document of the intentions of a party: a set of
policies.
 Policy: A plan, proposed rule or action on a particular issue.
 General election: The major election where the whole country votes
for the MPs in their constituencies and the prime minister and
government is chosen.
 Constituency: The area represented by an MP.
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CEIAG







Mental
health






Health and well being








CEIAG: Careers Education, Information, Advice and Guidance
Having high aspirations often lead to improved attainment.
Your CV is the first chance you get to make a good impression on a
potential employer. A top-quality CV will considerably boost your
chance of getting a face-to-face interview, so it is worth spending
time and effort on the content and presentation.
LMI: labour market information- need to be used to inform careers
decisions as the world of work is changing rapidly

Health: a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.
Mental and physical health are closely linked: by promoting their
physical health (through exercise, healthy food choices and quality
sleep) a person is also promoting their mental health.
Mental health includes our emotional, psychological, and social wellbeing. It affects how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine
how we handle stress, relate to others, and make choices.
It is typical for emotional wellbeing to fluctuate throughout the day
or over several days. Concerns arise for emotional wellbeing when
someone’s mood continues to drop over a long period of time.
Resilience: a skill that helps people to recover quickly from
difficulties, change or misfortune; to adapt to and overcome risk and
adversity; to persevere and ‘bounce back’.
Unhealthy coping strategies: behaviours people use to deal with
difficult emotions, which have long term negative consequences.
Healthy coping strategies: behaviours people use to deal with
difficult emotions, which have long term positive consequences.
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SRE








Relationships





SRE: sexual and relationship education
Assigned sex: the sex of an individual as assigned at birth, based on
their genitals and determined by their reproductive organs and
chromosomes.
Gender/gender identity: How a person feels in regards to being
male/female/neither/both.
Gender expression: the ways in which a person expresses their
gender identity, typically through appearance, dress and behaviour.
Sexual orientation: attraction to people, straight, gay, bisexual etc.
May not be fixed in space or time.
Values: Standards of behaviour; a person’s judgement of what is
important in life.
Consent: A person consents if he/she agrees by choice, and has the
freedom and capacity to make that choice.
Contraception: The deliberate use of artificial methods or other
techniques to prevent pregnancy as a consequence of sexual
intercourse.

Remember!








We will be open and honest, but not discuss directly our own and others personal/
private life.
Your teacher will not repeat what is said in the room except if she/he is concerned
we are at risk.
It is ok to disagree but we will not judge.
Taking part is important but we have the right to pass.
We will not make assumptions and we will listen to others' point of view.
We know that there are no stupid questions but we will use appropriate language.
If we need further help or advice, you know you can talk to your teachers, form
tutor and SSOs.
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Drama
The space

The area in which you perform

Rehearsal

A practice or trial performance of your
play
Written by the playwright, telling the
actors what to say and do
Telling the actors what to do

The script
Stage directions

Roles in the Theatre
Actor
Director

Designer

The person that performs
in the play
Has the overall artistic
view of the plat and
brings it all together
The person who designs
and creates the set,
costumes or lights
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RE:

ISLAM

THE NATURE OF GOD

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

There is only ONE God
(monotheism). The ‘oneness’ of God is called
Tawhid in Arabic
Muslims call God Allah, which means ‘the one
true God’
God cannot be divided and has never had a Son.
In the Qur’an and the Sunnah, Allah has 99
‘names’. E.g the Merciful, the Just, the
Almighty…
Allah is the same God that Jews and Christians
worship
Allah has revealed his will through his prophets
Muslims share many of the beliefs that Jews and
Christians have about God E.g. He is the creator,
eternal, omnipotent, omniscient, etc.
Allah must never be pictured
Allah is beyond understanding and nothing must
ever be compared to Allah. Comparing things to
Allah is a terrible sin
All humans must ‘submit’ to the will of Allah
(Islam means ‘submission’)

Islam means submission in Arabic. Allah is the creator and has
revealed himself through history to many peoples through
prophets. God’s final and greatest revelation comes in the form
of the Qur’an to Prophet Muhammad. 1.6 billion Muslims
worldwide – 2nd largest religion. 4.5% of UK is Muslim.

1.
Nature of God
Immanent (close by), transcendent (beyond all things), omniscient
(all-knowing), beneficent (always kind), merciful (God is always fair),
Judge, creator.
a)
Al Fatihah (the opening of Qur’an)
Allah described as ‘Lord of Lords’, ‘Merciful’, ‘Sovereign’, a ‘Guide.’
b)
99 Names
Allah is beyond all humans and things so can’t be pictured as a
physical being. God is beyond human understanding. Humans know
God through 99 names. E.g. King, Protector, Wise, Light etc. 99
Names are found in Hadith/Qur’an.
c)
Tawhid
The unity and oneness of Allah. God has no children and he is not
anyone’s child

Allah is The One God. Allah is infinite. He was not
created and cannot be destroyed. Allah is omnipotent
and omniscient. He created the whole universe and
controls everything in it. Allah is merciful and
benevolent. He
helps humans by sending messengers in the forms of
prophets. is transcendent and immanent. Allah is fair
and just. Muslims believe that this life is a test for what
will happen to them after death.

THE QURAN
Most important source of authority for Muslims. Complete and
perfect book of guidance for all humans. Revealed by God to
Prophet Muhammad through Angel Jibril. Written in Arabic and
final compilation by Caliph Uthman shortly after Prophet’s death
(632AD). Unchanged and literal word of God. Qur’an is known as
Umm-ul-Kitab ‘Mother of Books’. Qur’an is a sacred and holy text
which is free from distortion unlike other holy books. Qur’an has
always existed and was written in Arabic on tablet of stone in
heaven. Qur’an is guide for life, teaches everything, learn by heart
in Arabic.
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HOLY BOOKS

THE QURAN

•
•
•
•
•
•

The word of Allah given to
Muhammad through Jibril
Originally dictated in Arabic
The original words have never
been altered
Infallible: corrects all previous
revelation from God
Divided into ‘Surahs
Supplemented by the Hadiths
and the Sunnah

Kutub – four other holy books from Jewish and
Christian traditions. Originally true revelations from God but
have been corrupted over time because not properly written
down. Can’t be trusted, nothing like Qur’an in terms of
authority.
a)
b)

Sahifah (Scrolls of Ibrahim) lost
Tawrat (Torah)

c) Zabur (Psalms
d) Injil (Gospels)

THE FIVE PILLARS

Features of the Mosque:

1.Shahadah - Translates as 'There is no God but Allah, and
Muhammad is his Prophet.’
1.
Minaret - This is where the call to
prayer is said (Adhan).
2.
Prayer Hall - Where Muslims worship.
Men and women have their own prayer
rooms.
3.
Dome - To symbolise the oneness of
God and Heaven.
4.
Mihrab - Sign that they are facing
Mecca and helps with imam’s voice.
5.
Minibar - Platform that is used on a
Friday to say prayers from.
6.
A Mosque will also have a wash room
in which a worshipper will carry out Wudu.
7.
A Mosque is the focal point for the
local community.

2.Salah - It is ritual to pray 5 times a day.
3. Zakah - those who can afford to should pay 2.5% of their
wealth 8 many pay direct to charities like Islamic Relief.
4. Sawm – means no food or drink from dawn to dusk.
Everyone should take part if they have hit puberty apart
from the elderly, sick, or breastfeeding.
5. Hajj – it is the only one that is not compulsory. All
Muslims should go if they: have the money; are physically
and mentally fit; to Mecca.
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WHY 5 PILLARS ARE IMPORTANT
1. Muslims recite the shahadah which makes it the most special ceremony they have; it shows they
reject Christian beliefs about Jesus as the son of God; it sums up Muslim beliefs; Muslims say it 5
times a day.
2. In contact with God 5 times per day and it reminds them they have submitted to God. Salah is as
important to Shias and Sunnis and is one of the 10 Obligatory Act.
3. Those who receive khums and zakah benefit because they; have helped a fellow Muslims purify
their money; have helped a Muslim have their sins forgiven; have been part of God’s plan to help
redistribute wealth from the rich to the poor.
4. It is a way of thanking God for the Qur’an and it brings Muslims closer to god. It hep recharge
their faith on an annual basis and it bring the community closer which makes it stronger.
5. As a hajji one can die happy as they have followed the example of Muhammad and shown great
devotion to God. They have had their sins forgiven and can live as a perfect Muslim.

Worship in Islam:

1.
Praying 5 times a day is one of the Five Pillars of
Islam (Salah).
2.
Prayers are said at dawn; Midday; Midafternoon; sunset and night.
3.
Prayers can be carried out anywhere, usually
using a prayer Mat.
4.
Before a Muslim prays, they carry out a ritual
wash called wudu which shows they are clean physically
and spiritually to pray.
5.
There are set rituals and words used during
prayer, with the prayers being said in Arabic.
6.
It is generally accepted that all Muslims over the
age of 7 should pray.
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